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textiles for a
sustainable future

E

uro-GOODNIGHT is a reliable partner
with great textile heritage and
generational transmission of knowhow since 1800, specializing in the
production of quality inflight products.
We are vertically integrated from spinning to
confection, producing all types of jacquard woven
blankets for airline, home, institutional and military
use. We are also producing a full range of fleece,
washable and disposable blankets, rotable and
disposable table linen, pillows and pillowcases,
headrests, duvets and comforters from cotton
sateen to polyester peach skin, with fibre and down
fillings that provide comfort and warmth.

“Visit us in
WTCE 2018 –
Booth #4D70”

CONTINUOUS RESEARCH
AND PRODUCT IMPROVEMENT

As the supplier for major airlines and extremely
demanding institutions like the military and fire
brigades, we have been able to demonstrate our
mastering of both physical and chemical properties
in our textile processes, i.e. permanent antistatic,
bacteriostatic and anti-bacterial, air permeability
and thermal insulation.
Our improved thermal properties to weight ratios
help maintain body temperature at altitude, while
supporting airline’s needs for reduced stowage
space and fuel consumption. Our blankets make the

travelling experience more comfortable. Made from
either man-made or natural raw materials, they are
soft, skin friendly and anti-allergic.

SUSTAINABILITY
EURO-GOODNIGHT has placed sustainability at
the centre of its business through research and
technology implementation, with the aim of
achieving a green future for the textile industry. We
have ISO 9001: 2015 quality certification and ISO
14001: 2015 environmental management system
and have also signed the UN Global Compact. We
are actively addressing the issue of sustainability
and driving fundamental changes in the production
of our textiles while still improving product quality
and competitiveness.
The origin of all the electricity we consume is
certified 100% renewable and a substantial part
of our net income has been invested in renewable
energy installations.

NEW PRODUCTS
We have added and will be presenting at WTCE
2018 a number of interesting new products to
our collection, such as new textile anti-slip tray
mats, microfibre blend cold and hot towels and
disposable and short-life cotton napkins.
euro-goodnight.com

